
Group 1 Still Life Presentation
By: Gabby, Alice, Angely, Mia and Teodora. 

Period 6



Elements of Art 
⇨ Line: An element of art that is a 

continuous mark used to define 
shape, contours, and outlines.  
Lines can also suggest mass 
and volume. 

⇨ Shape: When a line crosses 
itself or intersects with another 
line, it creates an enclosed 
space. 

⇨ Form: Is the three-dimensionality 
of an object. It describes height, 
width and depth. In drawings or 
paintings, using value can imply 
form.

⇨ Value: Is the range of lightness 
and darkness within a picture. 
Value is created by a light source 
that shines on an object which 
creates highlights and shadows. 



Gabby’s Still Life

⇨ My use of implied and fuzzy lines in my illustration are meant to give off a textured and 
realistic feel. The lines in my image are not visible, and I drew them that way so that I 
could accurately portray value and form. 

⇨ I created a balance of shapes in my illustration. Objects such as the candle, fruits and 
books are geometric, but the teddy bear is an organic shape. The teddy bear’s size and 
shape, contrast the other objects in my still life, and create balance.  

⇨ Form in my illustration was mainly displayed through subtle changes in value and 
shadow casting. We can see form by looking at the teddy bear and its creases. The 
changes in value suggests that the teddy bear is a round/soft object. 

⇨ My illustration represents high-key value.  I unintentionally did not include darker values. 
However, by using light values only, the areas with dark value such as the teddy bears 
feet or nose, stand out much more. 

⇨ As I previously mentioned, my range in value was not great because I did not include 
darker values. My peers gave me helpful feedback to make sure to include those darker 
values to further suggest form and realism. 



Alice’s Still Life
+ My still life includes a candle on the right, a 

glass of water, a perfume bottle to the left, 
and three grapes in the center. 

+ My lines were more implied with a more 
rougher look. I shaded to show the line instead 
of hard, edgy lines.

+ Every object I included in the still life is a 
geometric shape. The shapes included are 
cylinders, cubes and ovals.

+ I included form by drawing shadows in the 
picture. The shadows and lighting makes my 
drawing look more three-dimensional. 

+ I used medium values on this picture. Because 
of the lighting, my values turned out medium.

+ My peers critique really helped! I was told to 
use more darker values, and use less glass 
objects in my drawings. I’ll be sure to keep the 
critique in mind next time I draw.



Angely’s Still Life
● My still life includes pumpkins, apples, fruits, an olive oil glass 

bottle, and a plant.
● The lines in my still life were implied more rough lines and 

were darker. As you can see I didn’t really blend enough to 
get a natural look. Some lines outline the objects darker 
than others. Some lines aren’t as dark but rather light and 
unnoticeable. 

● Shapes I frequently used were circles since there was a lot 
of circular shaped objects such as the pumpkins and apples. 
There were also rectangular shapes used in the bottle and 
vase of the plant. 

● Form: I used shadows and highlights to add more form to my 
objects. Some objects have a darker shadow while others 
are more lighter. I used a few highlights and there were not 
as bright. 

● Value: I used light to medium value in my art work but it’s 
not really clear. I used the hatch method and then blended 
them. I used value in all my objects. Some more better than 
others. 

● I forgot to ask my peers for my artwork but from what I see 
I should use more darker value and next time I should draw a 
simpler plant. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1eV3zlpIKWUEdXodMeN5oi8NFB2nwGCMQ/view


Mialee’s Still Life
-  My still life includes a bowl of 
   fruit, a glass figurine, and napkins.
   There are windows in the back and a 
   couch.
-  The lines in my still life are a bit 
   rougher, and the blending isn’t good  
   enough to make it look as natural.
-  Most of the shapes used are geometric,
   with the exception of the glass figurine.
-  I attempted to use shading and highlights
   to suggest form, which is seen most in
   the bowl of fruit.
- I think I succeeded with my values, as 
  there is a wide range of light and dark
  value in the drawing, which is seen best 
  on the table and the lemon in the bowl.
- I did not ask my peers for critique, unfortunately. But in my own opinion on the work, 
the napkins are messily rendered and the perspective is very wonky. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1vgNE_QzYF8s8x0ErSUbZcGx5bb3jZGt3/view


Teodora’s Still Life
-Line: I used line in my still life to create the contours and 
outlines so the shapes pop against the background. I 
used line as a guide for proportions and shading.

-Shape: I used shape to define the contents of my still life. 
I made use of both organic and geometric shapes to 
create varied composition.

-Form: I used form to define dimension, size, and shape. 
The form adds three-dimensionality to the artwork and 
makes it more realistic.

-Value: I used value to create dimension, form, and 
contrast. Using dark and light values makes the objects 
more three-dimensional.

-The critiques helped me to understand what parts of the 
still life I was successful with, and the grows on my still 
life helped me know what to work on in the future, such 
as angle.


